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Basinwide multi-barrier prioritization 
 Objective:  Maximize habitat connectivity 
(habitat units, quality, type, length) while 
minimizing cost 
 
Diadromous species:  Upstream access 
 
 
 
Resident species: Bi-directional connectivity 
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Model Inputs 
 
• Site ID 
• Cost to fully repair or remove a barrier  
• Current upstream passability of a barrier 
• Habitat/stream length upstream 
• Number of downstream barriers and IDs 
• Number of upstream barriers and IDs 
 
Watershed connectivity 
assessment  
GIS Based Atlantic Salmon Habitat Model 
Legault, C.M. 2004. Salmon PVA: a population 
viability analysis model for Atlantic salmon in the 
Maine Distinct Population Segment. Ref. Doc. 04-
02. Woods Hole, MA. 
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Based on dam and road-stream crossing 
inventories 
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Penobscot River Watershed 
Based on dam and 
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Penobscot River Watershed 
5,221 habitat units 
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Portfolios 1- 4
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Portfolio 1 
Budget: $2 million  
Watershed connectivity 
assessment  
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Budget: $2 million  
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assessment  
Portfolio 3 
Budget: $2 million  
Watershed connectivity 
assessment  
Portfolio 4 
Budget: $2 million  
Watershed connectivity 
assessment  
Measure of the access to and from the range of 
seasonal or developmental habitat types that a fish 
uses (baseline, 1 is a system with no barriers). 
 
Takes into account the quality, distance and level of 
connectivity to different stream habitat types. 
 
Connectivity weighted habitat  status (O’Hanley et al. 2010)   
Watershed connectivity 
assessment  
Bi-directional connectivity 
Connectivity status  (Deibel et al. 2009) 
Model Inputs 
 
• Cost to fully repair or remove a barrier  
• Current upstream passability of a barrier 
• Current downstream passability of a barrier 
• Strahler stream order  
• Habitat quality 
• Segment length 
• Distance along the stream network between each 
beginning of a segment to the end of every other 
segment 
• List of barriers that are found between the beginning 
of a segment to the end of every other segment 
• Typical seasonal dispersal distance 
Watershed connectivity 
assessment  
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Watershed connectivity 
assessment  Watershed connectivity 
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C avg = .41 
Watershed connectivity 
assessment  Watershed connectivity 
assessment  
C avg = .58 
Optimization vs. prioritization/ranking 
Application 





Budget - $10,000 
Budget - $20,000 
Budget - $30,000 
Budget - $40,000 
Cost data  
 Sensitivity analysis 
Scenario testing 
 Integrate optimization within GIS 
Data currency 
 Institutionalize surveys and databases 
 
Prioritization within optimization 
 
 
Watershed connectivity 
assessment  
Budget FIXIDS                 
 $200K  'S3072' 'SD0077'               
 $400K  'S3072' 'SD0069' 'SD0085'             
 $600K  'S3062' 'S3072' 'SD0069' 'SD0077' 'SD0085'         
 $800K  'S1453' 'S1739' 'S1849' 'S1932' 'S2351' 'S2453' 'S2519' 'S2988' 'S3062' 
    'S3072' 'S3089' 'S3158' 'SD0069' 'SD0077' 'S3064' 'SD0085' 'SD0049' 
 $1m  'S1739' 'S2351' 'S2453' 'S2988' 'S3062' 'S3072' 'S3158' 'SD0077' 'SD0080' 
    'S3257' 'S3299' 'S3300'           
Budget                   
 $200K  0.992 0.995               
 $400K  0.992 0.989 0.986             
 $600K  0.984 0.992 0.989 0.995 0.986         
 $800K  0.970 0.975 0.959 0.937 0.964 0.970 0.934 0.975 0.984 
    0.992 0.959 0.975 0.989 0.995 0.948 0.986 0.973 
 $1m  0.975 0.964 0.970 0.975 0.984 0.992 0.975 0.995 0.986 
    0.975 0.970 0.970           
• Dynamic 
• Accessible/Interactive 
• Expert input 
• Transparent 
• Multi-objective 
• Scalable 
Criteria for Connectivity  
Spatial Decision Support Tools 
Common needs – components exist 
Pool resources? 
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